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Introduction
Until this purchase my knowledge of Italian Carcano rifles was limited to a few minor facts; Italy’s first military rifle to use
smokeless propellant, they were used from the turn of the century till the end of WWII, they were produced in both rifle and
carbine configuration, they used the Mannlicher clip loading mechanism and the build quality was supposedly poor. In January
2015 I decided to do something about my lack of experience and purchased what I believed to be a good example of the 1891
Carcano Rifle.

My aim in this exercise was to restore a Carcano rifle to a good
accurate condition and to assess its capabilities. However prior
to purchase it is always wise to do some research as there are a
number of primary factors one must take into account when
purchasing a classic rifle, especially one that is fairly rare in the
UK market place.  Initial factors to consider; ready supply of
good ammunition or components, this is key in the UK market
where rifles with more unusual calibres are difficult to reload.
The Carcano uses clips as a key feature in its operation, there-

fore the buyer should be able to access the correct clips and most importantly a rifle in good condition, particularly the bolt,
receiver and barrel as replacement parts will be difficult to acquire and you cant assess a rifle for performance if its already worn
out.  Whilst the above specification may seem relatively easy to obtain, especially for our colleagues in the US, in the UK this is not
such an easy achievement.

History
I have no plans to discuss the rifles history, there is already plenty of information out there by people who specialise in the subject
but I would like to “set the scene”. In my opinion, the introduction of smokeless propellants in 1884 brought forward exciting times
in terms of firearms design and heralded a major arms race as the major powers sought to upgrade their Armies with the latest
rifles and technologies. The Italian Carcano was no exception and its introduction brought forward some interesting and in some
cases unique design technologies such as progressive rifling, calibre, bolt/safety mechanism, rearsight, bedding and to a lesser
extent clip loading. All these subjects we will discuss in more detail in the following paragraphs.

General
I was rather fortunate when I managed to obtain a 1891 Carcano rifle with a very good bore and which had been factory
refurbished in 1957 and was still in the “grease”. As a general overview the rifle is 50.5” in length, barrel is 29.9”, takes a 6rd clip
and weighs 8.5lbs and is 6.5 x 52 mm in calibre. This particular rifle was manufactured in the Terni Arsenal in 1918 and I’m sure
over the years has had many replacement parts. However its overall condition can be described as good and once I had de-greased
everything and carried out my first inspection I could only find three minor faults which consisted of no second pull, dent to the
magazine housing and the bolt cycle was a bit rough.

The rifles basic function is rather straight forward, the bolt is pulled fully to the rear and a clip inserted into the magazine, where
it clips in to place, cycling the bolt feeds, locks, fires, unlocks, extracts and ejects. This cycle is repeated until the clip is exhausted
where it is then ejected out of the bottom of the magazine housing. Should a partially loaded clip want to be removed from the
magazine, a lever on the inside of the trigger guard can be depressed, which releases the clip and the remaining rounds through
the bottom of the magazine.
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Receiver
The receiver is a split bridge design, is very well machined with no tool marks and is what I would call a very clean, good looking
design which incorporates some definite Italian “flair”. There are only two threads in the receiver which accommodate the king

and the tang screw. The ejector and bolt stop are part of the trigger assembly, which is  secured by
a single cap head pin.

At the rear of the receiver is the tang and on its underside is a stud which accommodates the rear
stock screw and mates with a corresponding recess in the stock thereby providing a rear bearing
point for the receiver. In the top of the tang is a groove which accommodates the cocking piece and
the sear. Directly in front of this groove is the diagonal recess for the safety catch and further in
front is the clearance recess for the trigger. Above this is the split receiver bridge which permits the
passage of the bolt handle and cut into the bridge walls is the longitudinal grooves for the locking
lugs. Forward of the bridge is the ejection port and underneath the feed port for the clip and

ammunition. The front section of the receiver houses the bolt locking lug recesses, barrel thread and externally the recoil block.

At the turn of the century, military rifles were off high quality, made by craftsman that had considerable pride in their work and
the Carcano receiver is testament to that workmanship. It is a very well thought out design as I do not know of any rifle from the
same period where the receiver retains all its components with two screws and a single pin. Although high quality and therefore
initially expensive to manufacture this simplicity, minimises parts to the supply chain, reduces the repair times and ultimately
reduces long term service costs.

Trigger Assembly
The trigger assembly for the Carcano is another very novel design. Whilst the triggers operation is very similar to the Mauser's of
the same period the idea to encapsulate the bolt stop and ejector into the same package is unique. I have no experience of this

rifle in the field  or under combat conditions and therefore I have no idea how strong this design is but  it is easy to repair and
therefore cost effective.

Pulling the trigger rotates it about its axis pin, like the Mauser and the Enfield there are two radial projections on the trigger, the
first projection draws the sear down the cocking piece bent almost to it tip, the second projection draws it past the bent, releases
the cocking piece and in turn the firing pin. Unlike the Mauser and Enfield the Carcano has a third projection, which acts as the
trigger stop and prevents the trigger rotating further about its axis. The trigger spring is also the ejector spring and both
components are housed at the front of the trigger cradle. To prevent the ejector being assembled incorrectly its shaft is offset and
therefore can only be assembled one way.

On the trigger is an arm which locates the bolt stop. The bolt stop serves two purposes, to stop the rearward stroke of the bolt
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 and when the trigger is fully drawn to the rear it depresses the bolt stop and allows the bolt to be withdrawn from the receiver.

Magazine assembly
The magazine  is not an Italian design, it was a mannlicher product and the Italian government paid a one-off fee to Ferdinand
Mannlicher for the rights to use the magazine. Unlike Mauser's and Enfield's magazines, this magazine must be used with a brass
or steel clip as it is integral to the design.

The magazine assembly is a one piece design but I am unsure of its construction method, it could be machined from solid block or
it is a series of plates welded together, regardless of method it is well made. It consists of a integral trigger guard, locating holes
for the two king screws, spring loaded catch for the clip and a larger spring loaded lever (sometimes called an elevator) which
provides the tension for the cartridges. Removing the catch is relatively simple as it is secured by a single axis screw and tensioned
by its spring, however the lever was more problematic, once the axis screw was removed the flat spring continued to retain the
lever in place and therefore I decided to let it remain in situ, rather than force the issue and cause some damage.

Operation of the magazine is fairly soldier proof, a clip with six rounds is positioned at the rear of the magazine and inserted until
the catch holds the clip in place. The clip can be inserted either way but once held by the clip the cartridge is perfectly positioned
to be fed into the chamber by the bolt. The cycle is repeated five times, as the sixth round is fed into the chamber there is no
tension to hold the clip in place and it is ejected from the bottom of the magazine.

Should a partial clip want to be removed from the rifle, the catch is depressed and the spring loaded lever will push the clip and
the remaining rounds out of the top of the magazine.

In 1891 the Mauser and Mannlicher magazine designs were leading edge technology, the mechanism is an effective loading
method with little to go wrong and was used by many countries until the end of the second world war. However it is bettered by
the five round clip used in the Mauser for example and also in my opinion the Schmidt Rubin clip which is my favourite.  It lacks
the capacity of the Enfield 10rd magazine and therefore could not match the firepower of magazine fed weapons , other

disadvantages of the clip design is that the magazine cannot be
“topped up” and the open bottom of the magazine led to the
ingress of debris to the detriment of it functioning which is what
probably led to this magazine concept’s ultimate demise.

Barrel
At nearly 30” in length the Carcano barrel was similar to other
long rifles of the period such as the various Mauser's of the
period and in my opinion these long barrelled rifles are the most

accurate of the classic military rifles. However what sets the Carcano apart and made it unique was
its progressive rifling. I know of no other major military firearm to incorporate this design. Most
rifles have a consistent twist rate throughout the bore, for example 1 in 10 for the .303 cartridge
and the No4 Rifle, however progressive rifling increases its twist throughout the length of the
barrel and if I have measured correctly in the case of the Carcano it is 1 in 17.5 at the chamber,
increasing to 1 in 8 at the muzzle. However in my original copy 1909 Textbook of small arms it
states 1 in 22.9 to 1 in 7.5 so I may stand corrected.

Starting at the knox form the barrel measures 1” at its widest point and tapers to 0.511 at the
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muzzle which has a round crown. Why the Italians decided on progressive rifling, I am unsure. There are various ideas on the
Internet with the most prolific theory, suggesting that it reduces wear. The logic being that less force is applied to the bullet at the
commencement of rifling with the slower twist and therefore increases barrel life. That may be the case but I would also like to
provide the reader with two other thoughts.

Progressive rifling was leading edge technology and governments and politicians like to show off new technologies as we saw with
the bullpup assault rifle designs in the 1980’s. I know from experience that politicians and senior military officers “meddle”
incessantly in major armament projects, which results in the detriment of the equipment as was seen with Britain's SA80 rifle. I
am sure the Carcano would have suffered a similar fate. Link the “meddling effect” to the fact that progressive rifling is more
difficult to manufacture, may explain why this technology was installed in Italy’s combat rifle but not seen in any other major rifle
design of the period.

Another thought and which is my preferred, is related to bullet technology of the period. Long round nose bullets were the norm
in the 1880-90’s period and designers may have felt that progressive rifling was ideally suited to this bullet design as Metford rifling
was to lead bullets. Cupro-nickel jackets were the flavour of the times, however cupro-nickel is apt to cause metallic fouling,
especially at higher velocities typical in 6.5mm bullets, more so if the rifle is not regularly cleaned and tends to manifest itself at
the muzzle. This is something we don't see today when discharging the Carcano, because bullets are copper jacketed and as a
result the Carcano’s design team may have been seen progressive rifling as a solution to metallic fouling problem.

Breech Block
At first glance the Carcano bolt does not standout as particular innovative, in fact from a functional standpoint, it is a simple,
effective and fairly soldier proof bolt, however upon closer inspection there are a number of novel features which bear closer
inspection.

Locking is via the twin locking lugs at the front of the bolt, the bolt handle is exactly 90° opposed to the locking lugs and therefore
as forward motion of the bolt is arrested, rotating the bolt 90° to the right rotates the lug from the horizontal to the vertical
position and locks the bolt into the receiver making for a very strong action. Unlike other designs, when the bolt is closed there is
a 0.2” gap between the bolt handle and the bridge and therefore there is no direct secondary locking involving the bolt handle,
however if the lugs did fail, I am sure the rearward movement of the bolt would be arrested by the bolt handle. When the bolt
handle is fully depressed the lug on the underneath of the safety catch engages in a corresponding cam in the receiver and
therefore will also offer safety locking  function should the locking lugs fail.

The safety catch is unusual and an innovative design that I have never encountered elsewhere and is a thumb plate integral within
the bolt body. With the bolt closed and the safety disengaged, the safety catch sits over to the right parallel with the bolt handle
and with its lug engaged in the receiver. Engaging the safety catch requires it to be pushed forward and rotated upwards in the
same movement. Under the influence of the firing pin spring it is allowed to come rearwards and comes to rest against the cocking

piece. In doing so the bolt is locked in the closed
position and the cocking piece cannot be released
by the sear. To disengaged the safety catch it has to
be pushed forward against the strong firing pin
spring and rotated across to the right. This requires
considerable effort by the users thumb and in cold
conditions I would consider the process to be quite
difficult. My first impression of the design, is that it
appears functional, however in practice, its not the
most user friendly design that I have encountered
and I doubt if in service, the user would have been
keen to use it.

Upon receipt, this particular bolt has substantial
stained surface and felt rough when cycled, there-
fore it was polished to improve performance.
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The bolts extractor is a good, strong an effective design which simply slides and
engages in a rebate just above the right hand locking lug and is designed to feed
from the clip. However it is possible to hand feed cartridges individually, but
when I tried to hand feed myself it clearly required more effort for the extractor
to override the cartridge rim and therefore in my opinion placing more strain
on the extractor.

Unlike most bolt designs of the period, stripping the Carcano bolt is relatively
simplistic and can be done without tools which makes maintenance far more
effective. Whether the user was permitted to strip the bolt I am unsure,
certainly from my experiences as an Armourer I would have discouraged the act

as loosing parts and incorrect re-assembly by conscripts would have posed an unacceptable situation.

Why a grooved bolt face? It is unique and something I have never encountered before on any rifle. The favoured Internet
suggestion is that it is a form of gas seal and that primers of the period were of poor quality and did not provide a effective gas
seal - possibly, but if that was the case we would have seen similar solutions in other rifles of the period. Another possibility is that
it assists with cartridge and firing pin alignment but I doubt that, as in my opinion that would be a fundamental flaw in the rifles
design. My own thought is that during extraction and ejection it is to assist in the retention of the empty case on the bolt face,
avoid an empty case falling backing into the magazine well and provide a more effective and positive ejection.

Ammunition
The original 6.5x52mm cartridge (1st on the left) consisted of a rimless brass case, 160 grain cupro-nickel FMJ round nose bullet
with a lead core and a diameter of .266. Bullet length was 1.182” and together with the case obtained a cartridge overall length
of 3.012”. It is important to remember that the Carcano 1891 and its progressive rifling was designed for this cartridge, not the
modern boat tailed bullet which in the 1890’s had yet to be developed. A unique feature of this cartridge was its grooved base
which is discussed in more detail in the bolt section.

Factory ammunition is readily available in the form of the Privi-Partizan brand (2nd from the left). It is good brass and its rim is the
correct width and therefore fits the charging clip. However its modern 139grn FMJBT
bullet is unsuitable for the Carcano for the following reasons:

1. With a cartridge overall length of 2.88 (Maximum COL is 3.012). The bullet cannot
reach the feed ramp and therefore will not feed from the clip.
2. The bullets diameter is .264 and therefore does not provide a gas tight seal in the
bore.
3. The bullets short length, short barrel bearing surface and long jump into the lead
contributes to its poor accuracy.

The question that must be asked is why is Privi Partizan producing a cartridge with
undersized bullets and with incorrect cartridge overall length. In my opinion, safety and
economics. The .266 dia bullets are unavailable and to produce the necessary quanti-
ties for this one cartridge would be uneconomical, therefore why not use a .264 bullet
which they probably use in other cartridges such as 6.5mm Swedish and being under-
size reduces any pressure problems. This leads me to safety, Privi sell there bullets as
separate components for reloaders and the .266 bullet requires very specific loading

requirements which amateur reloaders could easily get wrong,
therefore placing the company in a high risk position with
regards to claims for compensation.  The obvious alternative to
factory ammunition is reloading and I considered three op-
tions, all using Privi Partizan brass. My approach was to try and
replicate the original cartridge as much as possible which
meant trying to find a .266/7 long round nosed bullet married
to the Privi Partizan case.
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The first option is to utilise a lead bullet. However the cartridge and the rifle were never designed for lead bullets, plus I dislike
them immensely, therefore option one  was a none starter for me.

Option two involved the 6.5x52mm page in the 4th Edition of the Sierra reloading manual. Sierra produced a long round nosed .264
160gr bullet and provided loading data for the round. However to my obvious dismay, the bullet had been discontinued, long
round nosed bullets did not seem to be flavour of the month. The only available long round nosed bullet in the UK that could obtain
was Lapua’s 155gr .264 Mega bullet. Therefore the plan was to substitute this bullet coupled with Sierra’s reloading data which if
I could obtain reasonable accuracy offered a potential  and sustainable solution. There were two concerns however, bullet
diameter of .264 and the maximum velocity using Seirra’s data was 2000fps which seem unusually slow and therefore would the
case obturate.

Using Vihtavuori N135, Sierra quotes a maximum of 28.9grns, which generates 2000fps using a 160gr bullet. I was using a 155gr
bullet and only a maximum of 28.5grns which gave me a case filling of  76.9% and according to my Quickload software gave me a
safe chamber pressure and a velocity of 2232fps.

Option three involved the 9th Edition of the Hornady reloading handbook published in 2012 which initially provided a solution to
my reloading problems for the 6.5x52mm cartridge. Hornady had produced a .267 160gr long round nose bullet specifically for the
Carcano, however reloading requirements were extremely specific with the warning “Use only components shown. Absolutely do
not reduce charge weights below those shown”. However just like the Sierra bullet, Hornady had already discontinued the bullet
by the time I wrote these notes and therefore I was extremely fortunate when I managed to get my hands on a small supply of
these bullets and was able to build up some rounds to ascertain its performance.  However long term this option was not going to
be sustainable. Hornady are very specific about the loadings for this cartridge and therefore powder choice was severely  limited
with only six powders listed in the manual. I chose H414 which Hornady specify a minimum of load of 34.1grns and a maximum of
37.8. Large rifle magnum primers must be used without exception and for this initial exercise and decided to play it safe and load
a batch of cases starting at 34.5 up to 36grns. Why did Hornady discontinue the bullet? Unsure, but I guess safety may be one
reason as many people do not follow the guidance provided in reloading manuals and secondly maybe economics as the bullets
didn't generate enough sales.

Woodwork
The Carcano stock is a one piece stock with a small upper handguard and is manufactured from beech, stained with a oiled
finished. This stock was in good sound condition and did not require any repairs, therefore I simply removed the old finish,
removed the old transit marks, retained all the historical marking and refinished. The stock is very traditional for the period, is very
well machined and therefore metal to wood finish is good.

The one novel design is the recoil block, unlike the Mauser’s and
Nagant’s of the period where the recoil block passes all the way
through the stock, the Carcano has metal bracket which sits in
the stock, the rifle’s recoil stop sits in the bracket and the king

screw passes through the magazine housing and secures all three items. In my opinion a very
neat and tidy design that reduces the amount of stress passed into the stock.

Restoration of the stock was simply to remove the old finish, any transit marks and refinish,
however as one of the key tests was accuracy, therefore I decided to bed the action to ensure
best fit and maximise accuracy.
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Sights
The sights for Carcano are again a little unusual in terms of designs from the period. I will discuss the foresight first as it is a simple
windage adjustable blade although I am not aware of any differences in size and therefore there is no option for fine elevation
adjustment.

The rearsight is an unusual ramp and quadrant affair which lacks any windage adjustment and is only
adjustable for course elevation. It is located on the barrel by two welded blocks and then secured to the
barrel by a band and screw clamp, which is filed off to prevent any tampering. To operate the ramp the
user depresses the button of the ramp axis pin, this disengages the spring plate and the ramp can be
manually raised to its desired range. Minimum setting is 600m and the ramp can be raised in 50m
increments to a maximum of 2000m where the sight can be used as a volley sight. Rotating the ramp
about its axis 180° moves the ramp out of use and allows the rifles battle sight to be used which is set at

300m. This is all very well but in the heat of combat it is all too easy to forget that many engagements are 100m or less and
therefore the users shot will go high.

Range Test
Due to the Carcano’s progressive rifling and the issues with .264 & .267 bullets I developed a specific range testing program.

Part 1 of my range program was to test the Privi-Partizan factory ammunition and ascertain its performance in the rifle and at the
target.
Part 2 was to test the performance of the Hornady 160gr .267 round nose bullet.
Part 3 was to test the performance of the Lapua 155gr .264 Mega bullet.

PART 1 - Therefore my first trip to the range was aimed at the Privi-Partizan factory round. With the sight ramp fully depressed
and shooting at 100yrds, my first shots went very high but I
was struggling to identify my fall of shot because my target
was only four foot square. My mistake was that I had com-
pletely forgotten that the minimum setting for the sight
ramp was 600m.

Adjusting the sight ramp to its forward most position allows
the user to use the fixed battle sight, however this is set for
300m so the user must always remember to aim low.  Initial
performance was disappointing.  Shooting supported from
the bench the best group was 5” striking the target approx
18” above the point of aim and 6” to the left. The privi
cartridge rim fits the clips well but otherwise feed perform-
ance was unworkable. This was due to the cartridge overall
length being very short with the modern boat tail bullet at
2.88” compared with the 3.012 of the rounds nose bullets,
as a result the privi rounds could not reach the feed ramp
and the bolt would try to push the cartridge back into the
magazine.
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PART 2 - Involved a second trip to the range to test the Hornady .267 bullets. This .267 bullet was an an altogether better
performer. Using H414, I loaded a number of different powder weights as recommenced by Hornady and all obturated. All
cartridges feed without fault and group size was markedly superior at an average of 3.5”. Although I didn't chronograph, I found
that 36grns of H414 was the best all round performer, in terms of obturation, felt recoil and grouping ability and this was
confirmed at my next range test with an excellent five round group of 43mm or just under 2” (L/H image), proof the Carcano was
a capable and accurate rifle using the Hornady long round nose bullets.

Part 3 - Initial performance of the Lapua .264 was almost identical to the Privi Partizan striking the target 18” high and 6” to the
left with a similar group size of 5-6”. Unlike the Privi Partizan the Lapua reliably fed from the clip but as predicted was unable to
obturate, with a considerable amount of soot on both the case and the bolt face. Recoil was very mild but I had to wear safety
glasses as substantial amount of debris was hitting my face. Another problem I encountered was a series of hang-fires. In my
opinion this was due to the low powder volume of the recommended Sierra load (76.9%) and the use of standard large rifle
primers. This could explain why Hornady expressly stated magnum primers only to avoid this problem.

To overcome these problems I exceeded the maximum load
in Sierra's manual and increased the N135 powder load to the
maximum as stated by my Quickload software program. The
hang fire issue disappeared as I suspected, but poor obtura-
tion remained a problem, however the increase in velocity
had noticeably tightened the group from the previous 5-6”
reduced to 75mm or 3” as shown in the R/H image.

I will be honest and say I have never shot a rifle with under-
sized bullets and therefore from a reloading point of view this
is new ground. One thing I considered was the drop in pres-
sure as a result of the .264 bullet not obturating. With gas
passing the bullet there is less pressure in the chamber and
therefore the ability of the brass to expand and provide a gas
tight seal against the chamber walls is reduced and this was
reflected in the fact that even though I had maximised the
load, there was absolutely no sign of over pressure.

At the time of writing I had managed to secure 500rds of Hornady’s .267 bullets and therefore short term I had sufficient bullets
for 2-3 years of shooting and therefore no need to research any more loads. However I had one question that remained
unanswered.  Sierra  state in their manual that the M38 Carcano Carbine was used as their test rifle and therefore would have
been well aware that their bullets were undersize and yet make no mention of any of the obturation or hang-fire problems that I
was experiencing, therefore I was curious so see if I was doing something wrong. I recalled during my earlier research that Norma
supplied Carcano brass and therefore I was curious to see if they also supplied any load data. They did, but more importantly they
recommended slower burning powders such as their MRP & MRP-2 which was in complete contrast to Sierra’s and Hornady’s
recommendations. Therefore using my Quickload software I reloaded twenty five rounds using Vihtavuori N165 and various
different powder weights. An advantage to slower burning powders is the use of greater powder weights and therefore increased
case volume which will remove the hang-fire problems.

A few weeks later I tested the N165 and the obturation problems stubbornly remained. No hang fires and no signs of over
pressure, therefore ultimately I believe the problems of obturation lies with the undersized bullets.

Summary
Restoring this interesting rifle has been educational and enjoyable. Historically I have tended to avoid classic rifles from certain
countries, France and Italy being good examples as I have mistakenly deemed them unworthy because of third hand information
picked up from various shooters over the years. Recently I have attempted to correct this shortcoming, restoring rifles from both
countries. France go their own way in terms of design and as a result their rifles tend to be unique in the classic rifle world and
therefore you either like them or you don't and I must say I am in the latter group.
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The 1891 Carcano is in a different league compared with the French rifles mentioned on the previous page and at the time of its
introduction it was a good rifle, manufactured to a high standard and possessed a number of novel features that made it
comparable with other western designs of the period.

The 6.5mm cartridge is a good accurate cartridge and very capable of doing the tasks that were required of it at the time of its

introduction, coupled with mild recoil it made the
rifle/cartridge combination very user friendly. However
that is were a problem lies, the cartridge/rifle combina-
tion was not good at adapting to new designs as they
immerged.  The long round nose bullet was accurate but
it tended to produce “through and through” wounds and
most western armies went on to introduce the spitzer
bullet. As we have seen with the modern Privi Partizan
ammunition the spitzer style bullet is much shorter and

therefore the cartridge overall length has been reduced and the cartridge will not reliably feed from the clip/magazine. Another
design feature was the progressive rifling, designed for long round nose bullets, it was an unnecessary complication for the later
copper jacketed rounds and from a manufacturing standpoint harder to produce.

Both these examples highlight the designs inability to inexpensively adapt to more modern technologies and whilst the rifle served
the Italian Military from the 1890’s through to the end of the Second World War, the lack of political will, spending, loosing side
of WWII  were probably key to its poor reputation which is rather unfair because from a technical standpoint the Carcano was a
good rifle.

The discontinuation of the Hornady .267 bullets is a shame as  I enjoy shooting this rifle, it is a pleasure to shoot and very accurate.
It feed and extracts without fault although its 300m minimum sight setting takes some getting use to and having to aim 18” below
the point of impact tends to be a bit “hit & miss” at times. I plan to manufacture a larger foresight blade and therefore be able to
zero to 100 yards and once done enter the rifle into some classic competitions, where I am confident the rifle will hold its own.
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